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“A Golden Touch” 

 

Thomas S. Kaplan has assembled the largest private collection of Rembrandts, which he has expanded 

into a panorama of the Dutch Golden Age. The Louvre is presenting highlights from this collection for 

the first time. 

 

“This painting is very special to me,” says Thomas S. Kaplan standing before the 1631 painting of a 

young man dressed in an oriental costume by Dutch artist Jan Lievens, who shared a studio with 

Rembrandt. “It was the first painting we ever placed on loan,” he adds. It was hanging as part of an 

exhibition at the Getty Museum in Los Angeles. A school class was on a tour when I was there. A girl 

stood before the paining and simply lost track of time. She spent the entire time looking at the young 

prince whom Lievens had painted so long ago, and she seemed to recognize some of her own feelings. It 

is at that very moment that I realized: “We have to exhibit these paintings." 

 

Thomas S. Kaplan is standing at the Louvre surrounded by thirty paintings from the collection that he and 

his wife Daphne have assembled in a very short period of time. This exceptional exhibition constitutes 

the first public appearance of the “Leiden Collection”, named in honor of Rembrandt's birthplace. It is 

likely the largest privately-held collection of Rembrandt paintings in the world. Eleven works by the 

master compose its core; from allegorical scenes from the early phase of his artistic development, to 

portraits from the 1640's, and later from the time when Rembrandt was enjoying success in Amsterdam 

with his “Night Watch”. They are supplemented by two significant drawings. “They're all here,” says 

Kaplan, embedded in a panorama of the Dutch Golden Age. With over 250 works from a period spanning 

from 1620 to 1690, the "Leiden Collection" provides an overview of this truly extraordinary era. For a 

long time, these works could only be viewed by friends at a private gallery in New York until the couple 

started to anonymously loan them to museums around the world. 

 

With his understated three-piece suit, Kaplan looks more like an academic than an investor and collector 

– especially as he tells the story of how his life dream came true. He fell in love with Rembrandt at age 6, 

after his mother took him to the Metropolitan Museum in New York. Subsequent attempts to interest the 

boy in modern art were a failure. “After we had viewed a few white canvasses at the Museum of Modern 

Art, I asked my mother: 'Please take me back to Rembrandt'.” Since then, the Amsterdam painter has 

been his guiding light. 

 

Two years later, Kaplan felt compelled to visit Amsterdam during a trip to Europe because Rembrandt 

had lived there. “And during my time at school in Switzerland, I traveled home via Amsterdam so that I 

could go to the Rijksmuseum,” recalls Kaplan with nostalgia. At 16, he lived alone in Paris for the 

summer and spent most of his days at the Louvre. That he might one day be able to acquire works by 

Rembrandt, or artists associated with him, was beyond his imagination – even after he had long since 

made a name for himself in business. 

 

After completing his studies at Oxford, Kaplan first worked for Israeli investors. However, he started up 

on his own in the early 1990's and focused on silver mines, platinum and fossil fuel exploration. He 

bought and sold at the right time and was already investing in gold by 2000. Via The Electrum Group, he 

now controls large gold and silver mines around the world. Bloomberg Businessweek nicknamed him 

“gold’s evangelist”. But he felt for a long time that buying paintings was “too materialistic”. His wife 

Daphne Recanati Kaplan was collecting French and Italian design from the mid-twentieth century. 

Paintings by her mother, the artist Mira Recanati, hung in their flat. It wasn't until an encounter with 

Norman Rosenthal that he changed his mind. 



 

Whilst on a trip, the then-secretary of the Royal Academy in London asked Kaplan what he would like to 

collect. His response was the Dutch Golden Age including Rembrandt, “but nothing like what was still on 

the market,” recalls Kaplan. The art historian introduced him to a dealer and Kaplan ended up buying a 

portrait from him by Gerrit Dou, Rembrandt's first pupil. “My wife asked me where this was supposed to 

lead. I told her: 'Let's buy two, one painting is an accident, two paintings make a collection',” he recounts. 

A second painting from this artist then followed. 

 

One work per week 

 

Kaplan quickly became acquainted with the leading dealers in old masters on both sides of the Atlantic. 

Starting in 2003, he set out on his quest to buy paintings from the Dutch Golden Age. “For five years, we 

purchased one work per week on average,” states Thomas Kaplan. Only the global financial crisis slowed 

down this pace. Fewer works from this period were placed on the market then. “We had expected that 

supply would be much larger as a result, but we were mistaken. People who own works by the old 

masters tend to be conservative by nature and they had no need to sell. We were then buying maybe one 

painting a month. Today it's more like one painting per year or two.” Collectors have since become well-

known, and only a few paintings actually would fit into the “Leiden Collection”. The number of 

interested buyers, including from Asia, is also growing. Nevertheless, in 2015, “we were able to buy an 

early Rembrandt painting that had been lost for centuries and that was re-discovered in America,” Kaplan 

shares. 

 

Even if the collection does not grow any further, it remains an impressive panorama of Dutch painting 

which sheds extraordinary light on Rembrandt's circle and the mutual dependencies between artists. The 

spectrum covered by the “Leiden Collection” runs from Rembrandt's teacher Pieter Lastman to his pupils 

such as Carel Fabritius and Arent de Gelder, who often worked in different cities. For example, in 

Utrecht, Hendrik ter Brugghen experimented with the light effects of Caravaggio in depicting the 

allegory of faith as a woman holding a candle. In Leiden, Jan Lievens incorporated this technique into 

coloration and light as his studio mate, Rembrandt, observed. “For a brief moment, Jan Lievens was 

ahead of Rembrandt. It was only after Rembrandt went to Amsterdam that his genius truly flourished,” 

notes Thomas Kaplan. The collection also follows the development of younger artists, including Gerrit 

Dou and his pupil Frans van Mieris in Leiden. 

 

The first work by Rembrandt which Thomas Kaplan ever purchased was the drawing of a young lioness 

with a haunting gaze. This allowed him to combine his passion for art from the Dutch Golden Age with 

another passion of his – conservation. In fact, his mother not only took him to the Metropolitan Museum 

on Saturdays, but she also went with him to the Amazon region to observe jaguars. To this day, big cats 

still hold a very special place in his heart. In 2006, the Kaplans created a foundation known as Panthera 

to protect wild cats in their habitat. Today, the organization operates the largest continuous conservation 

corridor in North and South America. 

 

Alliance of cultures 

 

Thomas S. Kaplan also associates his collecting with social engagement. “Art is a source of soft power 

that can help build bridges and tear down walls, in world in which voices calling to do the opposite only 

seem to grow louder,” he says. Jan Lievens' portrait of an adolescent prince is a beautiful symbol of that. 

 

“Art is a source of soft power that can help build bridges and tear down walls, in world in which voices 

calling to do the opposite only seem to grow louder,” – Thomas S. Kaplan 

 

The oriental clothing, right up to his turban and feather, may have reflected Turkish fashion of the day for 



the wealthy nobility. However, this also places the youth in perspective. Indeed Thomas Kaplan sees 

more than just a wonderful light-filled portrait in it – he recognizes an actual intermediary across the 

ages. 

 

After the Louvre, an expanded version of the collection will proceed on an international tour, starting in 

Beijing and ending at the Louvre Abu Dhabi. Kaplan believes the latter to be “the greatest experiment 

currently happening in the museum world.” “It is a universal museum, it is located a ways down the road 

from Aleppo and Mosul, and it creates a counterpoint to the destruction of Palmyra. There, American 

Jews, French Christians and Arabs from the Gulf are creating an alliance of cultures that stands in 

opposition to the assertion of a war between civilizations,” explains Kaplan. In response to the 

journalist’s skeptical look, he declares: “I know this sounds idealistic, but one has to take a chance.” 

 

 

Thomas S. Kaplan 

 

Born in 1962, the entrepreneur invests globally in precious metals and commodities. He and his wife 

Daphne are also well-known conservationists and art collectors. The pair lives in New York and has 

three children. 

 

Vermeer Presentation at the Louvre 

 

Brilliant exhibition of genre painting from the Dutch Golden Age. 

 

The “Leiden Collection” is not only allowing the Louvre to hold its first museum exhibition. Works from 

the collection of Dutch old masters in Rembrandt's circle are also on exhibition as part of a brilliant 

show on Johannes Vermeer. In particular, it features the sole late-period work by the painter from Delft 

that is still in private hands. Thomas S. Kaplan acquired it in 2008 from Stephen Wynn. The casino 

owner had purchased it at auction in 2004 for some € 24 million and wanted to part with it. The Kaplans 

were asked to buy it as an add-on in order to acquire Rembrandt's “Self-Portrait with Shaded Eyes” of 

1634. 

 

The exhibition “Vermeer and the Masters of Genre Painting” currently at the Louvre comprises twelve of 

three dozen paintings from the master. Visitors are standing in long lines as pre-sales have exploded. 

Beyond the media sensation, however, the incredible thematic range is what makes this show truly 

interesting from an art historical standpoint. For once, the painter of subtle materials is not the focus as 

such, which is instead placed on the artistic context in which he worked. 

 

Organized around topics such as domestic music or handicrafts, the exhibition invites the visitor to take 

part in the dialogue between artists in different cities. In fact, the painters knew each other's works well 

and competed against one another in innovation and execution. 

 

Although Vermeer was not always the inventor of new forms, his edge often consisted of making new 

combinations with materials already at hand and highlighting often-overlooked aspects. For instance, his 

famous “Milkmaid” plays with the idea of presenting someone from the servant class in a more attractive 

light than the young women from high society who would otherwise populate the genre paintings.  Buyers 

of the works actually enjoyed this game of innovations, as genre painting reflected the new wealth of the 

middle class from the middle of the 17
th
 century. 

 

The exhibitions “Masterpieces of the Leiden Collection” and “Vermeer and the Masters of Genre 

Painting" will be on display at the Louvre through May 22
nd

. Catalogues have been published. 
 
 


